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foreword				

Hello again everyone,
Thank you for taking a second to look at our wonderful
showcase of students artwork. One thing the two of us touched
on during this editing process was the beauty in self reflection.
Which is why we immediately knew that this collection of our
fellow creative peers’ works repsresented an deep introspective
exploration of self. And that deeply personal reflection is what
we kept in mind as we continued to compile and think about
these pieces. It is proven in the following pages that the work
of a creative uncovering themselves is never done, and that
there is so much more growth that comes from memory or
heritage. We hope you enjoy these works as much as we have.
Sincerely,
BrookLyn Miller
Madisyn Smith

vi

Daniela Lilly Rodiles

Artist Statement

The becoming of the self, as a twenty year old
immigrant far away from home, is what invoked
these creative works.

1

Daniela Lilly Rodiles
A left eye, twitching
Since the bread knife disappeared
From the first kitchen drawer
Knock, knock.
Choking, on luke-warm
water from the neighbour’s
Mouth-wringing hose
Who’s there?
An unmistakably laden smell
From the childhood pharmacy
At the corner of Calle Alonso Ojeda
It’s me.
A hazy image, I struggle to
remember, self-contained in my
Mother’s midafternoon resting frame
It’s me, who?
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I remember it all now

Daniela Lilly Rodiles

I remember it all now

Creaking, the rusty gate
Nobody opens anymore
Swinging shut behind her name, Bam!
It’s me, I’m home.

3

Daniela Lilly Rodiles

A drop of sweat
between a strangers shaking limbs, diluted.
Thirsty, for a shortline to brittle bones
Husked on fitted sheets.
It’s okay, it happens sometimes.
A defeating groan
On someone else’s earQuiet lips to the stem,
Body hanging from a thread, undertowed.
It’s okay, it happens sometimes.
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A Second

Daniela Lilly Rodiles

Identidad

salt to the tip of the tongue
the weight of a name
new to the palate.
a germinating taste
blooming into the idea
once collected from a whorling thought.
ripening as it slips through the lips,
shattering teeth,
in its way to becoming.
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Zack LaFlamme

Artist Statement

I created these pieces trying to find something to
do during quarantine.
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Zack LaFlamme

More Credit

7

Zack LaFlamme

8

Lost Ahead

Zack LaFlamme

Why Am I?

9

Zack LaFlamme

10

Change in Time

Zack LaFlamme

Green Eyes
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Abyssnee J. Pelitar

Artist Statement

This piece is inspired by my Native American heritage
and growing up in Maine, as well as a flair for dark
and dramatic writing, and a flair for poetry.
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Abyssnee J. Pelitar

Before After

Before I was born there was a proud people
beautiful and crimson as life’s blood
they could not remember when they became ancient.
Before I was born there were wildmen
fair and bare chested
the whip that would tame them had not yet been invented.
After, they walk amongst their ashes, as white as the plague that destroyed them.
Before the small forests
there were great trees
huge as the time it took to grow them.
Before the lumberjack hoisted his axe
the executioner of nature, the judge of a better way
the forest lived unconvicted.
After, the earth grows for the warden, to fit his recreation.
Before the empty seas
there were spears thrown and gifts given
the beasts of the sea looked for someone to take them home.
Before the salty waters lay ridden with poison
the sharks did not stray near the shore
and the vast blue empty did not harbor fear.
After, the lighthouse shines bright, to show heathens the way to land.
Before the skies were gray with smog
and birds died for burnt paper
you had only to look to the sky to lift your spirit.
Before there was a law against finding a feather
and the crack of lead thunder ensured there were some wings that would fly never more
the eagle flew safe, beyond protection.
After, those who fly are shackled by those who walk.
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Before After

Before the rivers were dirtied
and the water burned with toxic flames
water was as pure as a land without a word for evil.
Before the waterways were old
when every stream was still fresh
the color blue was always safe.
After, the fish are born corrupt, like cells in the bloodstreams of hell.

Before the land was drawn with roads
when the clearings and plains coloured outside
you didn’t have to travel down the lines to see what lay between them. Before
the way of industry built society,
the way of life created joy
the highway wasn’t invented, there was the way.
After, you always have somewhere to go, far from home.
Before the invaders came
when the spear had never met the sword
a treaty could still be honored.
Before authority and race
when men were autonomous, and human
You had only to win the battle, there was no war.
After, the enemy of man has come, his name is humanity.
Before the beliefs of strange men took root
when free men could wonder
the children of what some call God could still wander.
Before a cross celebrated the victory of one man
and the demise of another
barefoot dancers celebrated the joy of older covenants. After, a
civilized people rule from atop a bloody throne called history.
14

Sophie Therrien

Artist Statement

I created this piece to bring visibility to an invisible illness;
as someone who lives with endometriosis I know first hand how little is known about this chronic condition both in and out of medical
spheres, as well as the amount of misinformation about the condition.
It affects one in ten people assigned female at birth and as of today has
no cure (getting surgery every few years and having to live on painkillers is not a cure). I urge my peers as well as medical professionals to
educate themselves on endometriosis from reputable sources that don’t
spread incorrect information, I suggest following Instagram accounts
made by people who live with this condition to start.
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Sophie Therrien

16

Endometriosis

Samuel Grant

Artist Statement

My love and passion for what I was writing about
motivated me to write t.
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Samuel Grant

The Social Effects of the Red Scare

No matter what time of day it is, we are living in a constant news cycle. Even
if humans completely disconnected from technology and went off the grid, there is a
chance they would still know who won the most recent election in their area. In this
constant news cycle, it gets really hard to determine what is fact and what is fiction. In
America, it seems that World War 3 will not be between two countries, it seems like it
will be between the two main domestic American political beliefs, capitalism and socialism. Political polarization levels have risen to those not seen since the outbreak of the
Civil War, and there is no sign that they are going to drop anytime soon. One prominent
talking point from both sides is the idea of socialism. Some people love it, some people
hate it, and some people have no idea what it is. One important historical event, the Red
Scare, has caused a lot of people to develop an opinion on what they believe socialism
is, and whether America should adopt socialist methods in the government. The social
effects of the Red Scare, which lasted between the late 1940’s and early 1950’s and introduced an extreme sense of negativity towards communism, can still be felt today. Many
of the older generations who were either directly affected or were raised by someone who
was, believe that socialism is the new communism, and have stopped the United States
from potentially adopting a socialist way of thinking.
To begin, background information and definitions that have been classified
as important terms for this paper will be presented. After explaining these definitions,
putting it into perspective will highlight the thinking of both the era of the Cold War
and present day America. Then, evidence from today’s America will be presented,
18
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The Social Effects of the Red Scare

showing how people feel about socialism. Even though America today is drastically

different from America during the Cold War, the past certainly impacts the present.
The last piece of this paper will be the analysis, in which the feelings of Cold War America and 21st century America will be compared and contrasted.
The starting point for modern anti-socialist sentiment in America was the
Cold War. Dr. Paul Johnson, a professor of political science at Auburn University,
defines socialism on his university website, which includes a glossary of political science
terms that are pertinent to discussions surrounding politics. Quoted directly from
his website, “A class of ideologies favoring an economic system in which all or most
productive resources are the property of the government, in which the production and
distribution of goods and services are administered primarily by the government rather
than by private enterprise, and in which any remaining private production and distribution (socialists differ on how much of this is tolerable) is heavily regulated by the government rather than by market processes” (Johnson). Put simply, the blanket definition
of socialism is the government owning production and distribution of goods, instead of
private ownership. Any private ownership of business that remains is extremely regulated so that there are no monopolies placed on products. There have been many different
ways that socialism has been added to state governments over the years.
The two main models of socialism that people talk about today are the
Scandinavian model of socialism and the Soviet model of socialism. As a consequence
of the anti-socialist feelings in America, both systems are lumped in together under the
blanket definition of socialism, even though they have their differences. Both models
also have their similarities, but they are quite different in how they chose to approach
the process of adopting these ideals.
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Beginning with the Scandinavian model, they integrated socialist values with a strong
social welfare system that strongly benefits the citizens, not the government. Some

Scandinavians don’t actually think of themselves as socialists, but instead as free market
capitalists who have a very successful welfare state. Factors of this model include a very
generous social welfare system, strong property rights, high levels of unionization, a
free market and trading system, and a partnership between the government, businesses,
and unions, which allows for open communication and a model that works well for
everyone involved (McKay). Meanwhile, the Soviet model of socialism was derived from
Karl Marx, who believed that socialism should erase the state from existence, and public
ownership of everything should be emphasized, instead of government ownership. He
did believe that capitalism had to happen before socialism could be implemented, so
Vladimir Lenin had the state become a centralized government because he believed
that the state could bring Russia through the first stage of capitalism. Joseph Stalin took
these models and turned them into a way of thinking for him to become a dictator and
rule Russia as a totalitarian state. He allowed the local leaders and their governments
to add the Marxist ideas to their areas, but they often only added in the ideas that
would benefit them the most (Lumen). As it can be seen, these ways of interpreting and
running socialism are very different, but as will be explored later, they are often put
together as the same.
Continuing to lay foundations, The Cold War was not actually a real war.
Following World War 2, the Cold War was more of a political and social rivalry between
the United States and the communist Soviet Union, which lasted from 1947 to about
1990.
20
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There were many factors of this “war.” There was an attempted blockade from the
Soviets of West Germany, which led to NATO, the Soviet backed government of North
Korea invading South Korea in 1950, and there was a nuclear arms race, where the Soviets became the first country to explode a nuclear warhead since America had done it
in during World War 2 (Atomic Heritage Foundation). While the United States and the
Soviet Union never came into direct violent contact with each other, the Cold War led
to a very high period of anti-Soviet sentiment. This was only exacerbated by the Red
Scare. The Red Scare was caused by United States leaders telling citizens to be aware
of possible communists, or socialists, in their lives, and to make sure none of them
were going to be influenced by that way of thinking. Between 1950 and 1954, Senator
Joseph McCarthy (R-WI), launched a series of investigations into high ranking officials
in America, claiming that he knew who in America was a communist. He opened investigations into multiple government officials, even members of the Army (UVA). He
used his power as chair of the Senate Committee on Government Operations to hold
very publicized hearings alleging that government officials or government contracted
workers, were members of the Communist Party. Once he was finished accusing members of the government, he moved to accusing people from all over America. While
Senator McCarthy and his staff usually had little to no evidence of their accusations,
these hearings were still powerful enough to ruin people’s lives. Even if the hearing led
to nothing, whoever was called before the committee had their careers and their lives
ruined, and they usually had no chance to try and prove their innocence to the public,
because the damage had already been done (Pufong).
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The Social Effects of the Red Scare

This created fear amongst Americans of the alleged threat of communism, socialism,
and the Soviet Union because according to the government, their next door neighbors
could be a communist. It went so far in some places to even spawn a very popular
phrase, “Better dead than red.” Even if this phrase was born out of comedy, it still
implies that people in the United States would be better off if they were dead than
being seen embracing socialism. This phrase is still around today, but it is used with a
very satirical tone. Americans have historically feared enemies that hide within their
own country, so a country wide movement against socialism was not shocking (Storrs).
America’s opinions of communism in the ‘40s and ‘50s are very clear. The Red Scare
and the Cold War were so long ago, however, those sentiments remain very high.
It is clear that there is a generational gap in who likes socialism, and who
dislikes socialism. While some political theorists believe that support for socialism has
never been higher, support for it might not be as high as they claim it is. This conversation can be seen in huge events recently in history, especially the 2020 Presidential
Election primaries. Throughout the Democratic primaries, it looked like the two frontrunners would be Bernie Sanders, a self described socialist, and Joe Biden, a centrist at
best. It is important to note that Sanders was not advocating for a Soviet Union style
socialist government, but a model which followed the Scandanavian approach, a progressive tax system, and a strong welfare system. These two men clashed a lot during
the campaign, and their supporters could not have been more opposite from each other. As can be seen on the graph (referred to as figure 1) below, on February 29, 2020,
Bernie Sanders was leading the polls with nearly 29%, while Joe Biden was distant at
around 17% (FiveThirtyEight).
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Figure 1 showed that maybe, America was ready to have a socialist in charge. Everyone
in the country was talking about what it would be like for Bernie Sanders vs. Donald
Trump, but those conversations were quickly stopped. Despite Sanders’ momentum,
Joe Biden came back and won the nomination and eventually the presidency.

Figure 1.
While Joe Biden won the presidency, it was a very bad election for self-proclaimed
progressive and socialist candidates. President Trump and his allies used the word
“socialism” as a scare word, and their tactics worked extremely well across certain
states, including Florida. The Latin Americans who have had their culture tied to Cuba
and Fidel Castro for decades believed the attacks on socialists and voted Republican in
larger numbers than in 2016 (Soave). While Democrats made some gains in normally
Republican places, progressive candidates had a much worse showing than they did in
2018. There is also a possibility that 2020 was a more “normal election” than the 2016
presidential election, where Bernie Sanders became very popular.
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In 2016, voters became enthusiastic about both Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders

because they offered something different than the status quo, which had been reinforced through out both the Bush and Obama administrations. Donald Trump offered
populist ideas which excited the conservative voters, and Sanders offered some socialist ideas, which excited the liberal voters. Once Donald Trump took office and the
Democratic party was looking to beat him, voters decided to go with a more “back to
normal” candidate, who was Joe Biden. Sanders’ appeal had dropped in voters across
the country because the extreme views of Donald Trump on the right turned people
off to the extreme views of Bernie Sanders on the left. While both men could not be
more different from each other politically, they are both seen as drawing support from
“extreme” sides of their parties, and it could be argued that in the same vein that populism is too radical for some conservatives, socialism is too radical for some liberals.
Young people across the country were fired up for President Bernie Sanders
and progressive candidates, how could they suffer such a devastating defeat? It was a
combination of factors, but one of the main ones was that the electorate who voted
in the primaries, made up of mainly the oldest 3 generations, did not want a self proclaimed socialist to be their nominee. According to a recent Axios poll, also known
as figure 2, 70% of millennials and 64% of Generation Z would be willing to vote for
a socialist candidate. But, only 44% of Generation X, 36% of baby boomers, and 33%
of silent generation members would vote for a socialist candidate (Kight). There is no
split in this poll between what form of socialism the candidate would be advocating
for, which is a definite reason why Bernie Sanders struggled so much. While his supporters knew that he wasn’t going to be the next Joseph Stalin, his opponents painted
him as that, and he couldn’t shake the stigma that he was a “crazy socialist”.
24
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Figure 2.
Gallup conducted a poll simply asking Americans what their reaction to socialism was,
not splitting it up by generation. They also gathered the results of various polls across
the country from different news sources. Their results showed that only 39% of people
interviewed have positive opinions of socialism, versus 57% who have negative opinions
of it. Another poll showed a 55% negative score for socialism, but no positive score was
given. The last poll showed that there was a 19% positive rating for socialism, and a 53%
negative rating (Newport).
According to a poll from NPR, also referred to as figure 3, capitalism is rated as much
more favorable than socialism with people between Generation X and the silent generation. 				Figure 3.
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For reference, the blue bar on top represents the favorability rating of socialism, and the orange bar on the bottom represents the favorability rating of capitalism. As
figure 3 displays, gen Z and millennials have the highest favorability rating of socialism, at 38%. As the graph moves down, Generation X has only a 28% favorable rating,
while both baby boomers and silent-greatest have 20%. The greatest separation between
both answers is in baby boomers, where 39 points separates socialism and capitalism.
Meanwhile, capitalism scored in the low fifties to low sixties in each group, highlighting
a great difference between which system is viewed as positive. There was no information
highlighting people who didn’t have an opinion on either socialism or capitalism. (Montanaro).
For a final poll showing the opinion of socialism, I conducted a poll on social
media of people in my personal life. Respondents were asked two questions, “What is
your immediate, gut reaction to socialism?” and “What is your generation?” The options
for the first question were extremely favorable, favorable, no opinion, unfavorable, and
extremely unfavorable. The options for the second question were silent generation,
baby boomer, Generation X, millennial, and Generation Z. 39 people responded to this
poll. For the first question, 15.4% of respondents said extremely favorable, 43.6% said
favorable, 12.8% said no opinion, 15.4% said unfavorable, and 12.8% said extremely unfavorable. However, once it is broken down by generation, the differences are more clear.
Generation Z and millennials said more favorable than unfavorable, and Generation X
and baby boomers said more unfavorable than favorable. It is very clear throughout all
of these polls that even though socialism’s ratings are more negative than positive across
the country, once it is split up by generation, the generations who either lived through
26
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the Red Scare or whose parents lived through the Red Scare, have much more negative
opinions of socialism than the younger generations. Another possible explanation of
the negativity on socialism in older generations can be the propaganda that they were
shown in America during the Red Scare.
During the Red Scare, propaganda targeting the Soviets and socialism was very common. Christy Schroeder, who wrote their thesis at Georgia State University on this
topic, believes that the messaging of the propaganda is very clear. They believe that
the images show the socialists as small and dirty, and usually of a skin color that isn’t
white. This figure can appear with torn clothes and looks really worn down. The American figure is usually strong, clean-shaven, white, and appears in a position of power
over the smaller, allegedly communist figure (Schroeder). This propaganda that was
fed to Americans was clearly designed to try and convince Americans that socialism
was weak and needed to be beaten down by the stronger, tough man. As briefly stated
above, Americans were very scared of enemies that existed within their own borders,
or enemies that were hiding in the shadows. This propaganda that is written about by
Schroeder tries to send the message that people who look weak and dirty could be socialists, and they need to be weeded out and found by the American people who believe
in freedom, liberty, and hard work.
The social effects of the Red Scare, while it was nearly 70 years ago, can still
be felt today. It appears that younger generations are open to adopting socialism as a
way of running this country, but the older generations, which make up most of the
electorate, are unwilling to look at ideas that people claim are from “radical left socialists”.
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There are ideas and political mandates that are from Republican candidates, and as
soon as they get branded as socialism, they are dead in the water. In America, the top 3
oldest generations make up a majority of the electorate. The oldest people vote in every
single election, whether it be a school board official, town manager, or a presidential
candidate, they will vote and make their voices heard. Meanwhile, the younger generations have had a really hard time turning out high numbers of themselves to vote, aside
from the most recent election. There is a phenomenon where the more progressive,
socialist candidates can be seen as the favorite to win because of their social media
presence, which the younger generations contribute to much more than the older
generations are able to. A lot of the voices online singing praise to well known socialists
Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez might not even be old enough to vote,
but because they like them, they post about them and amplify their online presence.
Even though this online platform for these socialist candidates is great, it is clear that
their high online presence does not translate to the polls as much as one might expect.
Whether it be because younger generations are at school or work more than
the retired, older generations, or young people just don’t care enough to vote because
they don’t understand the power that their vote has, young people just simply do not
turn out to vote as much as the older generations do. As seen in all of the graphs above,
the generations that make up the majority of the electorate have very negative opinions
of socialism, even if they don’t fully understand what it really means. Especially in the
case of the survey that I conducted, I simply asked people what their gut reactions
were to socialism, not if they could define it or pick something out in history that they
thought reflected socialism in action.
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The general consensus of the older generations is that socialism is bad, no matter
what the word is applied to.

The difference in generations can also be seen in how generations define
socialism. There will always be people who don’t know what it is, and those can be
seen in every generation. However, it can be said that the older generations define socialism as the Soviet style, with a totalitarian government, and the younger
generations define it as the Scandinavian style, with strong social programs and tax
brackets, which provide funding for public projects much better than America can.
Older generations will immediately think of socialism as the Stalin dictatorship and
poor living conditions, while younger generations will think of the newer, updated
versions of socialism seen in Norway, Sweden, and Scandinavia.
The two oldest generations, the silent generation and baby boomers, lived
through the Cold War. They had to live through the constant news cycle of Senator
McCarthy’s hearings, where he convinced people that their next door neighbor could
be an evil socialist from Soviet Russia and that they wanted to take over America and
force the country to become a communist state. It was later revealed that McCarthy
didn’t have much of a basis for his claims and he was censured from the Senate, but
the damage had already been done. Even if absolutely no one that McCarthy had
said was a communist was actually one, the average American would still believe
they were. They had to deal with the political fluctuation back and forth with the
world’s political state, with the formation of NATO and the Korean War. They were
constantly told, in real time, that the socialists in Russia were to blame for all of these
problems that America was now going to fix, and they were scared and full of anger
because of it.
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Fear and anger are huge motivators. Americans were still in the stage that they mostly
trusted their government and the information that they were given from government
employees.
The propaganda given out to American citizens also had a huge impact on
how people felt about socialism during the Red Scare. Coupled with the anger and fear
felt, the images of weak and dirty people labeled as “reds”, “socialists” and “communists”
created an environment for hatred towards the people in the images. Not only did
the imaging of the weak socialists create this, but the strong Americans who are clean
shaved, wrapped in the American flag, who are beating down these socialists resonated
with Americans. It has the same effect that action movies have now. They were able to
put themselves into the place of the strong Americans, and they wanted to beat down
the villains just like the men on the posters were. It created a real hero vs. villain story
for a lot of Americans during that time, and everyone wanted to do their part to stop
the evil socialists and become the hero they were seeing.
These sentiments were then passed down to their children, or Generation X.
There doesn’t need to be a huge psychological explanation for this, it is very apparent
that parents have a huge effect on what their children believe. Even if the children were
too young to understand what socialism actually was, or how serious the Cold War
and Red Scare were, their parents likely just taught them that socialism is bad and that
they shouldn’t support anyone who espouses views similar to socialism. They were also
taught to adopt their parent’s definition of socialism, which is the Soviet model that
characterizes socialism as evil.
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However, the reason that Generation X isn’t as extreme as the older two generations in
their dislike of socialism is because they didn’t live through the Cold War. They heard

the stories from their parents and learned it in school, but they themselves didn’t feel the
fear of a socialist living next door. They were taught by their parents, but they didn’t feel
it themselves. That is also why millennials and members of Generation Z are warming
back up to socialism. Not only are they two generations away from people who lived
through the Red Scare, but they have not been forced to adopt the same definition of socialism. Younger people believe socialism to be a totally different form of socialism than
the Cold War was fought against, which can explain why they are so welcoming to the
idea of it. Their grandparents likely do not have as big of an influence on them that their
parents do, so if their parents are not feeding them negative views on socialism, they can
form their own opinions of it.
Despite positive views of socialism from the younger generations, the social
effects of the Red Scare are still felt in American society today, and the result of that
is America not being able to adopt a socialist way of life. The older generations lived
through the Red Scare, and as a direct result from both their experiences and American
propaganda targeting socialists, developed a hatred for socialism. As the older generations make up most of the American electorate, there is a very low chance that any huge
governmental changes will reflect socialism, because all of those voters still remember
the traumatic years of their life, when socialism was the scariest thing in the world to
them. There is always a chance that because of the younger generations seemingly embracing socialism, that America sees leaders who have socialist views in offices all across
the country. That will take a lot of time and a lot of work in scrubbing memories of the
Red Scare out of American culture, and showing people that change can be good.
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